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　あらま し　無線機器 の 増加に伴 い 無線電力伝送への 要望 も強 くなっ て い る，アプ リケ
ーシ ョ ン の

一
つ とし て 電気

自動車 の 非接触充電が考えられ る，接触端子 にお い て雨や埃に よ るス パ ー
クや端子 の 摩耗等が懸念 されて い る．そ

こ で ，パ ッ チア レ
ー

の 2 層構 造 を用 い た シ
ー

ト状導波路，フ リ
ー

ア クセ ス マ ッ ト，を用 い た電気 自動車 の 非接触充

電 の 手法 を提 案す る．フ リ
ー

ア クセ ス マ ッ トはそ の 上方 か ら任意 の 場所にお い て 外 部 の ア ン テナ を結合 させ る こ と

で ，自由空 間伝搬損失 よ り伝搬 損失 が非常に少 な い 導波路内 を伝巖 させ る こ とがで きる．電磁波が フ リ
ー

ア クセ ス

マ ッ ト内に閉 じ込 め られ て ， さらに外 部 の ア ン テナ の 結合損失 も少な い ため ， 高効率 な無線電力伝送が期待 で き る．

本研 究 で は，基礎検討 として
一

次元 ア レ
ー

の フ リ
ー

ア クセ ス マ ッ トを用 い た無線電力伝送法 を提案 し，高効率無線

電力伝送 へ の 可能性 を示す ．

キ
ーワ ー

ド　フ リ
ーア ク セ ス マ ッ ト，シ ー

ト状導波路 無線電力伝送
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　Abstract　As　wireless 　device　increases，　desire　fbr　wireless 　power　transfer　tec  ique　also　jllcreases．　As　a皿 apphcation ，

contactless 　chargilg 　system 　fbr　electric　vehicle 　is　anticipated ．　At　the　contact 　poillts，　the　charghlg 　system 　has　a　risk　to　occur

electric　shock 　caused 　by　ff血 drops　and 　dust，　so　that　contactless 　charging 　system 　is　desired．　This　paper　propose　contactless

charghlg 　system 　ofelectric 　vehicle 　us孟ng 　f辷ee　access 　mat ，　the　sheet−like　wavegUide 　which 　consists 　ef 　tWo 　layers　ofpatch 　array ．

Using　free　acoess 　mat ，　eXtemal 　anten 　las　couple 　to　tbe　mat 　from　the　top　of　the　mat 　at　arbitrary　points　without 　contact ．　The

coupled 　EM 　wave 　t  slnits　through　the 丘ee　access 　mat 　wi1h 　small 　transmission　loss．　The　EM 　wave 　is　concentrated 　into　the

free　access 　mat 　and 　the　coupling 　loss　of　ext 　nal　antennas 　is　very 　smal1 ．　High　efficiency 　of 　wircless 　power　transfer　is　expected

丘om 　these　characteris 廿cs，　This　paper　propose　w 圭reless　power　t  sfbr　using 　one −dhnensional　array　of 食ee　access 　mat 　a血d

presents　the　possibility　ofhigh 　e」liciency　of 　wireless 　power 　transfer．

Keywor ⊂1　 Free　access 　mat ，　 sheet −like　waveguide ，　 wireless 　power 　transfer
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1. Introduction

  From  the beginning we  had used  the electricity,

wireless  power  transfer have been desired. There  are

several  solutions  for the  wireless  power  transfer

using  the EM  wave.  For example,  Felica [1] and  IPT

(inductive power  transfer) [2] utilizes  the

electromagnetically  inductive coils.  And  the

evanescent  wave  through  the surface  of

two-dimensienal  transmission  sheet  is studied  [3],[4].
In  addition  non-radiative  mid-range  energy  transfer

is one  of  the hottest issues [5],[6]. For the wireless

networks  of  confined  area  such  as  indoor sensor

networks,  personal  area  networks  and  body  area

networks,  the concentrated  EM  power  inside

two-dimensional  plane  or  a transmission  line is

usefu1.

  As  an  application  of  wireless  power  transfer using

sheet-like  waveguide,  electric  vehicle  charging  is

desirable. Charging problem  is one  of  the key
solutions  to encourage  broad use  of  electric  vehicle,

a  promising approach  to solve  environment  problems.
The  conventional  charging  system  has several

problems causcd  by contacts  between  terminals  of

the vehicle  and  the power  supply.  For example,  there

are  the safety  problem  such  as  electric  shock  hazard

caused  by rain  drops and  dust, and  the maintenance

problem  such  as wear  at  points of  contact,  The

wireless  power  transfer using  microwave  which  has

sheet-like  transmitter  and  receiver  on  the  fioor and

the bottom  of  the vehicle  is able  to selve  this

problem  as  shown  in Fig, 1.

  Free access  mat,  which  has simple  structure  of  twe

layers ofpatch  array,  concentrates  the EM  wave  into

the free access  mat  and  eouples  to the external

antennas  with  small  loss [7]. One  or

two-dimensional  array  of  the free access  mat  is

expected  to present wireless  energy  transfer  along

the transmission  line or through  planar waveguide,

In this study  we  present  the basic study  of  wireless

power  transfer  using  Dne-dimensional  array  of  the

free access  mat,

2. Free  Access  Mat

   Figure  1 shows  the image  of  wireless  power

transfer  using  the  free access  mat.  Device  1 is placed
on  the fioor and  device 2 is attached  on  the  bettom

of  the electric  vehicle.  Device  1 is connected  to the

power  source  and  Device  2, the receiver,  is

Device2Bttme)ry
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  Figure 1, An  Image  of  the  wireless  power  transfer  using

two  free access  mats.  Device  1 and  2 is ene-dimensional

array  of  free access  mat.  h shows  the distance between

two  devices.

connected  to the battery of  the electric  vehicle.

When  the electric  vehicle  comes  to the charging  area,

Device 2 couples  to device 1 with  small  !oss. Device

1 and  2 couple  to each  other  without  contact  points
so  that the safety  and  maintenance  problems caused

by contact  points  could  be solved.

  Each  device consists  of  two  layered patch array

and  between  those  two  layers dielectric substrate  is

sandwiched.  This  structure  is simple  and  easy  to

fabricate. Patch  elements  of  each  device  are  tightly

coupled  to each  other  and  the EM  wave  which  is

coupled  to the free access  mat  transmits  inside the

free access  mat  with  yery  small  loss. In [7], the

transmission  loss inside the free access  mat  is

smaller  than  1 dB  and  coupling  loss of  two  external

standard  dipoles  is estimated  as  3,6 dB. Using  two

free aecess  mats  as the  transmitter  and  the  receiver,

the coupling  loss could  be reduced.

  We  use  2.5 times  larger model  than  the 1-D array

model  in [7] along  the line in erder  to bring the

center  frequency around  2.45 GHz  as shown  in Fig. 2,

In Fig. 2, b and  g  is enlarged,  We  use  the infinite

ground  planes fbr two  devices. Each  port is perfectly
matched  to the patch elements  and  terminated  by 50

Ohms.
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  Figure 2. Structure of  one-dimensional  array  of  free

access  mat.  (a) Top  view  and  (b) side  view  ofpart  of  free

access  rnat  are  shown.  a  
=

 4.3 mm,  b 
=

 40 mm,  g  
=±

 21 mm,

t ==
 O.8 mm,  E,  

=
 2.6 and  L  is the  length of  the device.

  Figure 3 shows  simulated  transmission  losses

along  Device  1 when  the length of  Device 1 (L)
changes.  The  transmission  loss incr¢ ases  when  L

increases. The  transmission  loss keeps small  even

though  L  increases  to 467 mm,  which  is smaller  than

1 dB, The transmission  loss along  the free access

mat  increases in preportion  to L, where  the free

space  transmission less increases as  the square  of  it.

We  move  to next  simulation  using  the device whose

L  is 345 mrn.  The  transmission  loss at that L  is - O.4
dB  at  2.4 GHz.

  We  put device 2 which  is the reversed  model  of

device 2 in the height of  h. Figure  4 shows  the

coupled  power  between  port 1 and  3 when  the two

devices couple  to each  other  in the interval ofh.  Twe

free access  mats  couple  to each  other  tightly.  The

coupled  power  decreases  significantly  as  h increases.
The  peak frequency  shifts  to the higher frequency.

When  h 
=

 5 mm,  the S31  is - O.87  dB  at  2,8 GHz.
The coupling  loss between  two  devices is estimated

to be smaller  than  - O.5 dB.

  Figure 5 shows  the ceupled  power  between  port 1

and  port 4 when  we  change  the h from  5 te  30  mm,

As the same  way  to S31, the coupled  power
decreases significantly  as  h increases and  the peak
frequency shifts  to the higher frequency.  When  h ==  5

mm,  S41  is -  O,73  dB  at  2,8 GHz.  The  coupling  loss

between  two devices is smaller  than  - O.4 dB.

Although  Ls4i - Ls3i is larger than  340 mm,  where

the free space  transmission  ]oss is -  32 dB, the

coupling  loss is almost  the same,  Because the EM

wave  transmits  through  the free access  mat  and  the

EM  wave  is strongly  concentrated  into the free

access  mat,  the transmission  loss of  each  device is

very  small.

  Figure

withoutdevice.
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  Figure 4. Simulated  coupling  loss between

port  3 where  L 
=

 O mm.

4

port1  and
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  Figure 5, Simulated ceupling  loss between

port 4 where  L 
=

 345 mm.

4

port 1 and

  The  coupling  loss between  two  devices  is very

small,  smaller  than  -  O.5 dB. That between  free

access  mat  and  two  standard  dipoles are  estimated  as

-
 3.6 dB  in [7]. Therefbre,  it is efficient  to use  twQ

free access  mats  as  the transmitter  and  the  receiver,
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3. Conclusion

  This  paper proposed wireless  energy  transfer

using  ene-dimensional  array  of  the free access  mat.

The  free access  mat  has very  small  transmission  loss

along  the length ef  it. We  used  two free access  mats

as  transmitter  and  receiver.  One  is connected  te the

power  source  and  the other  collects  the transferred

wireless  power,

  The coupling  between  two  free access  mats  was

simulated  and  the loss is very  small,  smaller  than 1

dB  at  the interval of  5 mm,  This is much  smaller

than  that when  standard  dipoles couple  to the free

access  mat.

  More  optimization  in order  to increase h and  to

bring the  center  frequency to ISM  band  is needed.
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